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Abstract17

The process of team composition in multiplayer sports such as football has18

been a main area of interest within the field of the science of teamwork,19

which is important for improving competition results and game experience.20

Recent algorithms for the football team composition problem take into21

account the skill proficiency of players but not the interactions between22

players that contribute to winning the championship. To automate the23

composition of a cohesive team, we consider the internal collaborations24

among football players. Specifically, we propose a Team Composition25

based on the Football Players’ Attributed Collaboration Network (TC-26

FPACN) model, aiming to identify a cohesive football team by maximizing27

football players’ capabilities and their collaborations via three network28

metrics, namely, network ability, network density and network hetero-29

geneity&homogeneity. Solving the optimization problem is NP-hard; we30

develop an approximation method based on greedy algorithms and then31

improve the method through pruning strategies given a budget limit. We32
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conduct experiments on two popular football simulation platforms. The33

experimental results show that our proposed approach can form effective34

teams that dominate others in the majority of simulated competitions.35

Keywords: Football team composition, Attributed collaboration networks,36

Game analysis, Heterogeneity&homogeneity37

1 Introduction38

The process of team composition, which aims to discover an appropriate set39

of individuals with relevant expertise to achieve common goals efficiently, has40

been a major area of interest in the field of the science of teamwork. As football41

(also called “soccer” in some countries) requires a high level of teamwork, it42

is one of the best options for studying the team composition problem since43

it is characterized by a large amount of communication, interaction, and44

collaboration between team members. In reality, it is difficult to assess the45

effectiveness of a football team composition result because it may require a46

considerable amount of money as well as being labor-intensive. Fortunately,47

the emergence of a wide variety of football video games, such as Pro Evolution48

Soccer (PES) 1, Electronic Arts Sports FC (also known as FIFA) 2 and Football49

Manager 3, offers an opportunity to compose a team based on human preferences50

and evaluate outcomes efficiently. This opportunity exists not only because51

gamers can completely redo club designs as well as edit any player in the game52

but also because the platforms can fully simulate on-pitch football matches.53

Subsequently, the football team composition task becomes interesting and54

important on the game platforms.55

As a multiplayer game, the process of football player selection and team56

composition is designed to select the most suitable player for a particular playing57

position and role [1], which is vital for clubs to be able to deliver high sports58

and financial returns [2]. Such a process is crucial since a poor selection result59

can affect player loyalty as well as cost a football team millions of dollars [3].60

However, the multicriteria complexity and decision-making difficulty make the61

selection of players a challenging task. Although team managers and coaches62

use a variety of assessments to choose players by considering many aspects,63

including player productivity and limited wage budgets, the selection process64

would be too time-consuming to be realistic, and the accurate evaluation of a65

player’s suitability for a team is also a considerable puzzle. Thus, applying a66

systematic approach such as the mathematical modeling method is urgent.67

Many studies have attempted to address the football team composition68

problem, but most of them rely on attributes such as players’ skills and physical69

status. For instance, most researchers utilize anthropometric measurements70

1https://www.konami.com/
2https://www.ea.com/games/fifa
3https://www.footballmanager.com/
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(e.g., age, height, and weight), fitness-related indices (e.g., vertical jump ability71

and speed), and players’ techniques (e.g., short passing and shooting) for72

the football player selection problem [4]. In addition, the market value and73

salary of football players are taken into account [5, 6]. Specifically, Zeng et74

al. [5] considered the players’ total salary as a budget constraint and resorted75

to a submodular function to solve the team composition problem. However,76

such attributes are not sufficient to measure a football team’s competitiveness.77

Achieving good results depends on not only the high-level players who are78

involved but also how effectively they collaborate, communicate, and work79

together as a team.80

Assume, for example, a team manager who wants to build a football81

team consisting of players with distinguished skills in the following areas:82

{attacking prowess, ball control, defensive prowess, physical contact, and83

speed}. We also assume that there is a network including five football players84

{P1,P2,P3,P4,P5} in Figure 1. Each player highlights the corresponding skills,85

and an edge between two football players indicates that they can collaborate86

effectively. Such a network is referred to as an attributed collaboration network87

(ACN) 4 [7]. Without considering the connection among players, the manager88

can select either C1 = {P1,P2,P3} or C2 = {P1,P4,P5} - both C1 and C289

have the required skill set. However, the candidate set C1 is the better choice90

since the network indicates that P1 cannot work with P4 and P5 effectively.91

Player P1

Player P2

Player P3

Player P4

Player P5

Player Skills
P1 defensive prowess 
P2 physical contact, speed
P3 attacking prowess, ball control
P4 ball control, speed
P5 attacking prowess, physical contact

Fig. 1: An example of an ACN with five individual players, each of whom is
equipped with several skills.

The existence of an ACN among football players is quite common. In a92

football league, an obvious type of player collaboration is developed upon93

whether they are from the same team or country, which is often used to organize94

players in a club. In this case, the network encodes the fact that football players95

from the same club or country can communicate more easily and cooperate more96

harmoniously with each other than those serving in different teams. In addition,97

it is known that defensive and offensive positions differ in player composition98

because they are conjunctive and disjunctive tasks respectively [8]. The success99

of driving off each attack is dependent on completing a joint action. Here, the100

4We list the abbreviations of major terms throughout this paper in Table A2, Appendix A to
ease reading.
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weakest defender is detrimental to the team’s defensive performance because101

he or she limits the team’s defensive capabilities. In contrast, a team’s offensive102

capacity is determined by the output of the best-performing member. Moreover,103

the distribution of a team’s offensive (defensive) performance can be measured104

by the network heterogeneity (homogeneity) [9, 10]. Low heterogeneity (or high105

homogeneity) indicates that all players share a similar level of interaction106

through the match, and vice versa. Thus, attacking benefits from heterogeneous107

players, while homogeneity ensures that there are no weak links among defensive108

players. This insight facilitates our understanding of the underlying functional109

mechanism of collaboration and motivates us to develop players’ attributed110

collaboration networks for the football team composition problem.111

In this paper, we consider the team composition problem in the context112

of the Football Players’ Attributed Collaboration Network (FPACN). Each113

node in the network is a football player with certain skills, such as attacking114

prowess, ball control, dribbling, while edges between nodes are constructed115

based on the clubs they played for and their nationalities, which reflect the116

affinity between players. After obtaining the attributed collaboration network,117

given a certain budget, we propose a TC-FPACN model, the acronym for118

Team Composition based on the Football Players’ Attributed Collaboration119

Network, to identify a set of highly qualified football players and form a120

remarkably cohesive team. We evaluate the cohesiveness of a football team on121

the basis of three predefined network metrics, namely, network ability, network122

density, and network heterogeneity&homogeneity, in the TC-FPACN, whose123

goal is to discover a football team that maximizes the combination of the three124

network metrics. As we present the team’s properties through the attributed125

collaboration network, the constrained optimization problem can be converted126

to finding a maximum density subgraph in a graph, which turns out to be NP-127

hard [11]. The problem becomes more complicated when players’ ability and128

heterogeneity (or homogeneity) are considered. We propose an approximation129

algorithm that finds the best team based on greedy algorithms and further130

improve the algorithm using pruning methods under a budget constraint. We131

summarize the main contributions of this paper below.132

• We propose a Team Composition based on the Football Players’ Attributed133

Collaboration Network (TC-FPACN) model, which incorporates three134

network metrics (i.e., network ability, network density, and network135

heterogeneity&homogeneity) to define players’ cooperation mechanism.136

• We formulate the team composition task as a constrained optimization137

problem for the TC-FPACN that finds the optimal subgraph based on138

the network metrics. Since the problem is NP-hard, we propose a greedy139

algorithm with a pruning technique to solve it.140

• We conduct an empirical study on two video game platforms, i.e., Pro141

Evolution Soccer 2018 (PES2018) and EA SPORTS FIFA 22 (FIFA2022) to142

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model. Simulation results show143

that our model achieves favorable performance in competition against other144

teams.145
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We review related works146

in Section 2. In Section 3, we first formally introduce the team composition147

task, then describe the three network metrics of the TC-FPACN and finally,148

formulate the team composition problem. We propose the new algorithms in149

Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates the performance of the proposed method.150

Finally, Section 6 concludes our work and discusses future research directions.151

2 Related Work152

Since this paper considers finding a cohesive football team based on football153

players’ capabilities and collaborations, we start with a review of football154

decisions, especially for player selection and team composition, and proceed155

with related research on the evaluation of personal ability and the retrieval of156

the team from collaboration networks in general.157

2.1 Football player selection and team composition158

The process of football player selection and football team composition is159

a complex problem with conflicting objectives. The traditional solution to160

this problem is to assess several quantitative factors that are compulsory161

for coaches and their technical committees to produce the most elite player.162

These factors include the player’s anthropometric measurements [4], fitness-163

related indices [12], and skills [5, 13]. To name a few, Inan and Cavas [13]164

analyzed the offensive and defensive characteristics of Turkish Super League165

football players, such as the long pass accuracy, and developed an artificial166

neural network model for talent selection. Zeng et al. [5] defined a submodular167

function that represents the team’s skill coverage and used improved greedy168

algorithms to solve the optimization problem. Given the existence of different169

duties for football players in the field, many researchers have also considered170

that the relevant criteria of skills must be assigned according to each player’s171

position [3, 14, 15]. Ozceylan [3], for example, used an analytic hierarchic172

process to prioritize the criteria for each player based on their position and173

developed a 0-1 integer linear programming to determine top players in a team.174

Most approaches mentioned above emphasize the on-pitch sport success. In175

addition, there are other factors worth considering, such as financial aspects [16,176

17] and the future potential of professional football players [18, 19]. For instance,177

Singh and Lamba [16] resorted to machine learning models including decision178

tree and gradient boost to identify the factors that affect the financial market179

values of football players and then used the selected factors to predict the180

player’s market value. In [18], the authors projected a target player’s potential181

by searching the corresponding historical attributes to identify other football182

players with a similar profile. Zhao et al. [19] defined three attributes, including183

the potential factor, to evaluate the performance of teams and football players.184

Nevertheless, forming a winning football team involves more than having185

the required mix of skills under the budget limit. Player selection is a difficult186
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decision-making problem that needs to take into account the collaboration187

mechanisms among football players, which are ignored in the literature.188

2.2 Personal ability evaluation189

Personal ability is always an important guideline for team composition. Player190

selection needs to consider quantitative attributes, and the most widely used191

rating systems for a player are based on performance data. Since there are192

multiple attributes to consider when assessing a player’s ability, algorithms193

based on multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) are regarded as simple and194

suitable for developing solutions [20]. As a key component of the MCDM195

method, the analytic hierarchic process (AHP) is widely used to determine196

the weights of the selected criteria [21]. Using the AHP methods, each player’s197

attributes are ranked according to their importance in a given position. In198

parallel, the technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution199

(TOPSIS) – the well-known MCDM method – is applied extensively to rank200

the alternatives, partly due to its mathematical clarity. A plethora of methods201

have been developed following this breakthrough, such as TOPSIS-IPA [22] and202

Fuzzy-TOPSIS [23]. More recently, Sałabun et al. [24] developed a multicriteria203

model based on the characteristic objects method to evaluate players in team204

sports.205

In addition to MCDM-based models, Liu et al. [25] introduced the text206

information of postmatch reports written by professional soccer journalists or207

editors and proposed an affective computing model for the player’s performance208

rating. Furthermore, Pantzalis and Tjortjis [26] conducted an intensive study209

to define the main attributes that influence a defender’s match rating. They210

found that classic defensive actions such as interceptions and clearances, along211

with player attributes such as jumping reach and strength, are more suitable212

for evaluating defenders.213

2.3 Collaboration networks for a team formation214

A successful team relies on not only individual ability but also communication215

and collaboration. The study of scientific collaboration aims to compute the216

fitness level of an expert for collaborating with other experts on a set of skills [27].217

Given an expertise collaboration network, Lappas et al. [28] first considered team218

formation in the presence of a collaboration network and measured effectiveness219

using communication cost. Furthermore, density-based measurements were220

proposed [29–31], and the authors generalized the approach [28] by considering221

the team formation problem as a multiobjective optimization task. For example,222

Selvarajah et al. [31] aimed to build a more effective team by analyzing various223

scenarios, such as how frequently team members had worked together in the224

past. In parallel, Datta et al. [32] proposed a composite mechanism to exploit225

different elements of individuals and the community given by their expertise and226

connections. Furthermore, Awal and Bharadwaj [33] quantified and optimized a227
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team’s collective ability based on a collective intelligence index, which encodes228

individuals’ knowledge competence and their collaboration competence.229

Given that the major limitations of the class of solutions mentioned above230

are that they fail to capture complex interactions and are computationally231

intractable, more recent work adopted neural architectures to learn a mapping232

between the skills and experts’ space [34–36]. For instance, Hamidi et al. [36]233

focused on state-of-the-art neural network methods to learn the dense represen-234

tations for nodes in the collaboration network and bootstrapped the training235

process through transfer learning. Similarly, in this paper, we focus on the team236

formation problem based on the collaboration network and explore an efficient237

way to find a team. Specifically, we consider a network structure of football238

players as an attributed collaboration network, where nodes representing play-239

ers are associated with their skills and the weights attached to edges reflect240

their degree of affinity.241

3 TC-FPACN Model242

In this section, we present the TC-FPACN model, which is formed by three243

network metrics that contribute to determining the cohesiveness of a football244

team, including network ability, network density, and network heterogene-245

ity&homogeneity. We first formally introduce the team composition task and246

then detail the network metrics. Finally, we formulate the objective function247

of TC-FPACN, which is to discover a subnetwork by maximizing the three248

metrics simultaneously.249

3.1 Task formulation250

Let P = {Pn} (1≤n≤N) be a set of football players, and S = {Sm}251

(1≤m≤M) be a set of players’ skills, where N and M are the number of foot-252

ball players and skills, respectively. Assume that football players are organized253

in a weighted and undirected graph (i.e., FPACN), denoted as G(V, E) with254

a set of nodes V and a set of edges E . Each node vn ∈ V is associated with255

a football player Pn equipped with a set of skills 5, while an edge (i, j) ∈ E256

models the relationship between the pair of the players (i.e., Pi and Pj). In257

addition, for readability, we present the main notations used throughout the258

paper in Appendix A, Table A2.259

In football, it is intuitive that different positions on the pitch highlight dif-260

ferent skills, which means that some skills are common (e.g., body control and261

jump) while others (e.g., goalkeeping) are unique to a particular position (e.g.,262

goalkeeper). Thus, we divide football players into three groups - Forward/Mid-263

fielder, Backward, and Goalkeeper - according to a player’s position in the264

football field, with the corresponding collaboration network G = GF ∪ GB ∪ GG,265

where GF, GB, and GG are subgraphs for Forward/Midfielder, Backward, and266

5In the context of the attributed collaboration network of football players, if not otherwise
specified, we use vn or Pn indiscriminately to represent the same football player.
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Goalkeeper respectively. We define the task of football team composition as267

follows:268

Definition 1 Given an attributed collaboration network of all football players and a269

limited budget, the goal of our team composition task is to form a cohesive subnetwork270

(i.e., football team) G′(V ′, E ′) ⊆ G(V, E), where the node set V ′ represents the selected271

football players.272

3.2 Three network metrics273

The TC-FPACN model considers the cohesiveness of a football team from274

three aspects: a) network ability, b) network density, and c) network het-275

erogeneity&homogeneity. We now describe the three network metrics in276

detail.277

3.2.1 Network ability278

Given a football player Pn ∈ P (1≤n≤N) with a set of skills, each of which279

is labelled with the corresponding weight and personal level, we first build a280

model to calculate the personal ability of Pn, denoted ϕPn
, in Eq. (1).281

ϕPn
=

M∑
m=1

WSm
LPn,Sm

, (1)282

where WSm is the weight of skill Sm, and LPn,Sm is the personal level of Sm283

for player Pn. With the personal ability defined in Eq. (1), we calculate the284

network ability of G′(V ′, E ′) for a football team (i.e., the competency of the285

whole team), which gives286

Φ(G′) =
|V′|∑
n=1

ϕPn
, (2)287

where |V ′| is the number of selected football players in a team. We can see288

from Eq. (2) that it is the sum of the personal abilities of the selected players,289

which means that a higher network ability score contributes to forming a better290

football team.291

3.2.2 Network density292

As shown in Eq. (2), a naive scheme for building a football team is to identify293

suitable players with good skills for each position and then put them together.294

However, the team’s victory depends on not only the number of football stars295

but also the collaboration of the players, enabling them to function as a cohesive296

team in the field. Intuitively, good collaboration is commonly built upon players’297

relationships. To establish relationships among football players, in this paper,298

we consider whether they come from the same team or country, which is often299

used for organizing players in a club. Formally, let us consider the graph G(V, E).300
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Given any two nodes vi, vj ∈ V associated with two football players Pi and301

Pj , if they come from the same country, the same club, or both, we add the302

edge (i, j) to E , and the relationship is weighted by calculating the Jaccard303

similarity, denoted as ωi,j , in Eq. (3).304

ωi,j =
|VPi

∩VPj
|

|VPi
∪VPj

|
, (3)305

where VPi
is the vector of player Pi with the elements team name and306

nationality.307

Based on the relationships among football players, we now turn to define308

the network density for measuring team cohesiveness. Although many methods309

have been used to define a team’s cohesion based on social networks, such as310

the diameter communication cost [28], density-based measurement [29], and311

local clustering coefficient [32], the definition of a team’s cohesiveness is still312

an open issue. Different from the existing works, we define the network density313

to measure the strength of inner-team interaction in the subnetwork G′(V ′, E ′)314

for a football team in Eq. (4).315

Ψ(G′) =
∑

(i,j)∈E′ ωi,j

|E ′|
, (4)316

where (i, j) is an edge in E ′, ωi,j is the corresponding weight defined in Eq. (3),317

and |E ′| is the number of edges. If there is no edge between two nodes, we318

set ωi,j = 0. A larger value of Ψ(G′) suggests that football players are better319

able to interact with each other, while a smaller value indicates the presence320

of more ambiguous relationships. To better understand the importance of the321

network density, we give a toy example below.322

P1

P2 P3

𝜙!!= 0.6

𝜙!"= 0.8 𝜙!#= 0.7

P1

P2 P3

𝜙!!= 0.6

𝜙!"= 0.8 𝜙!#= 0.7

𝜔",$ = 0.6 𝜔",% = 0.8

𝜔$,% = 0.1

Fig. 2: Two types of networks of three football players. The left-hand side is an
edgeless graph, while the graph on the right-hand side shows the connections
among players.

Example 1 Considering the two undirected, weighted graphs in Figure 2, each323

node denotes a football player, and the edges reflect the relationship between any two324
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players. The values of ϕPi
and ωi,j are also shown in the figure. If we ignore the325

collaborative relationships between football players, it is intuitive that the two players326

{P2,P3} are highly scored and shall be selected into a team (see the left-hand side of327

Figure 2); however, their relationship (the right-hand side of Figure 2) is rather weak.328

In contrast, the players {P1,P3} would be the better candidates, as they have the329

strongest connection, which suggests that the connection strength (network density)330

among players helps to build and reinforce a cohesive team.331

3.2.3 Network heterogeneity & homogeneity332

In this section, we proceed to define the network heterogeneity&homogeneity,333

which is also an important factor for team cohesiveness in the TC-FPACN. It334

is well known that heterogeneity and homogeneity are opposites, which means335

that improving heterogeneity may compromise homogeneity and vice versa.336

Specifically, heterogeneity highlights the diversity of attributes and behaviors337

among group members; in contrast, homogeneity emphasizes the within-group338

similarities regarding these shared attributes.339

We adopt the Gini coefficient [37] to measure heterogeneity (or homogeneity)340

for the set of players, denoted Gc. Since the Gini coefficient can be calculated in341

many forms [38–40], we use an approximate calculation method [38] as follows:342

Gc =
1

M

M∑
m=1

1

2N2u

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

WSm |LPi,Sm − LPj ,Sm |, (5)343

where |LPi,Sm
− LPj ,Sm

| measures the difference in the skill level related to344

Sm between two players Pi and Pj , and u is the average value of skill Sm. In345

Eq. (5), we see that Gc = 1 indicates the maximum heterogeneity, while Gc = 0346

is the maximum homogeneity, which means that they are interdependent [8].347

In the context of football games, the two main tasks are attack and defense,348

and they require different mechanisms to select players to successfully complete349

the tasks. Attacks on a goal benefit from players who have different skills350

and require a set of heterogeneous forward players. However, defense requires351

homogeneous players since it is expected that most defense players can play352

in any position in the defense area. Considering that Forward and Midfield353

players are involved in the attack and Backward players are responsible for the354

defense, based on the Gini coefficient defined in Eq. (5), we measure the network355

heterogeneity&homogeneity for G′(V ′, E ′) for a football team as follows:356

Υ(G′) =

{
Gc, if vn ∈ G′∩GF

1
Gc , if vn ∈ G′∩GB

, (6)357

where vn (1≤n≤ |V ′|) represents a football player selected from the two graphs358

(i.e., GF and GB) simultaneously. Eq. (6) shows that a cohesive team should359

maximize network heterogeneity for the Forward/Midfielder while minimizing360

it for the Backward in the team composition.361
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3.3 Team composition via three network metrics362

As mentioned, we delve into three network metrics of the TC-FPACN model that363

lay the foundation for building a cohesive football team. Considering all these364

factors, we introduce the trade-off parameters α and β, where 0≤α+ β≤ 1,365

which configures acceptable combinations among network ability, network366

density, and network heterogeneity&homogeneity. Formally, given the attributed367

collaboration network of football players G(V, E) and a fixed budget (Bu)368

for recruiting players, we use σ to denote the objective function of the TC-369

FPACN and then formulate the team composition task as solving the following370

optimization problem.371

max
G′⊆G

σ(G′) := αΦ(G′) + βΨ(G′) + (1− α− β)Υ(G′),

s.t.
∑|V′|

n=1 Cost(Pn) ≤ Bu,

|V ′| = 11,

(7)372

where
∑|V′|

n=1 Cost(Pn) denotes the total cost of the football team, in which the373

function Cost(Pn) measures the cost of player Pn based on his personal rating,374

which we will explain in Section 5.1.375

As shown in problem (7), the goal of TC-FPACN is to find a subgraph376

G′(V ′, E ′) containing a set of football players that maximize the function377

considering the three metrics simultaneously. The subgraph G′ contains players378

for three types of positions in Eq. (8):379

G′ = G′F ∪ G′B ∪ G′G, (8)380

where G′F ⊆ GF, G′B ⊆ GB, and G′G ⊆ GG. Note that we focus on choosing381

suitable players in the field and neglect bench players, which means that the382

number of nodes in G′ is 11 (i.e., |V ′| = 11), and G′G contains one goalkeeper.383

4 Optimization method based on greedy384

algorithm385

Given that finding the optimal subgraph based on the optimization function386

of problem (7) is NP-hard [11], we develop a greedy algorithm to solve the387

aforementioned team composition problem. We consider a team with a 4-3-3388

formation, which is widely-used in international competition. This formation389

means that there is one goalkeeper, four guards, three midfielders and three390

forwards on a team. We first leave out the goalkeeper and develop two algorithms391

to find the best players from Forward/Midfielder (i.e., GF) and Backward (i.e.,392

GB), respectively. Next, we propose a pruning technique to organize the final393

football team.394
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Algorithm 1 Finding Forward/Midfielder based on a greedy algorithm

Input: GF(VF, EF), NF, α, β
Output: G′F

1: Initialize G′F = ∅;
2: for i← 1 to |VF| do
3: Record GviF ⊆ GF, which consists of vi and its neighbors;
4: end for
5: vc ← argmax

vn∈VF

αϕPn
+ βΨ(GvnF );

6: G′F ← G′F ∪{vc};
7: for k ← 1 to NF do
8: Find the neighbors NB(G′F);
9: v∗ ← argmax

vn∈NB(G′
F)

σ(G′F ∪ {vn});

10: G′F ← G′F ∪ {v∗};
11: VF ← VF \ v∗;
12: k ← k + 1;
13: end for
14: return G′F

We show the process to find the best Forward/Midfielder players in Algo-395

rithm 1. For brevity, we omit the pseudocode for finding the best Backward396

players because the two algorithms differ only in the input: the former selects397

players from GF, while the latter chooses players from GB. As shown in Algo-398

rithm 1, we start with an empty graph (line 1), which poses a difficulty to the399

direct application of the three network metrics; therefore, we need to choose400

the starting football player. In this paper, we consider a key player with a good401

trade-off between personal ability and connections to other players. Specifically,402

for each player, we first extract the subnetwork that consists of the player and403

the player’s neighbors (lines 2-4), and then determine the key player (denoted404

vc) that maximizes both personal ability and network density (lines 5-6). The405

algorithm then proceeds through multiple iterations (lines 7-13). In each loop,406

the algorithm adds the most suitable player v∗ in GF, who maximizes the value407

of the objective function of problem (7) (lines 8-10). Note that we remove the408

player who is selected from VF at the end of each iteration, which avoids the409

same players being selected into the team (line 11). Finally, once the total410

number of players reaches the size requirement, the algorithm returns the final411

subgraph G′F (line 14).412

The results from the algorithms above are used as inputs for the final team413

composition. Since we need to ensure that the total cost of a team does not414

exceed the budget, we add a pruning strategy to the greedy algorithm. We415

propose the idea of cost performance, denoted Cp, as a measurement to decide416

which player must be cut if the total cost exceeds the given budget. Specifically,417

for a football player Pn, the corresponding cost performance Cp is computed418
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in Eq. (9).419

Cp(Pn) =
ϕPn

Cost(Pn)
. (9)420

Algorithm 2 Finding the Best Team with Pruning (FBTP)

Input: G(V, E), G′F(VF, EF), G′B(VB, EB), α, β, Bu
Output: G′

1: vg ← argmax
vi∈VG

ϕPi
;

2: G′(V ′, E ′)← G′F ∪ G′B ∪ {vg};
3: while

∑|V′|
i=1 Cost(Pi) > Bu do

4: vcut ← argmin
vj∈V′

Cp(Pj);

5: V ′ ← V ′ \ vcut;
6: Find the candidate v∗ according to the position of vcut;
7: G′ ← G′ ∪{v∗};
8: end while
9: return G′

We frame the new approach for solving the objective function of the TC-421

FPACN in problem (7) as the FBTP (Finding the Best Team with Pruning)422

algorithm presented in Algorithm 2. We first find the best goalkeeper (line423

1); and the best team under no budget constraint consists of G′F, G′B and the424

selected goalkeeper (line 2). The pruning operations are embedded in the greedy425

algorithm (lines 3-8). Specifically, we use a loop to check whether the total426

cost of the football team exceeds the budget. If the cost does not satisfy the427

budget requirement, we perform a pruning strategy that determine the football428

player vcut with the lowest cost performance (line 4) and remove vcut from429

the football team G′ (line 5). Next, we choose the other suitable candidate430

according to the position of vcut (lines 6-7) based on the greedy algorithm. For431

example, if the position of vcut belongs to Forward/Midfielder, we execute the432

procedures in lines 8-11 of Algorithm 1 to select v∗.433

To better illustrate the workflow for constructing a football team based on434

the algorithms mentioned above, we provide a vivid example in Figure 3, which435

illustrates the process of finding five football players from Forward/Midfielder.436

We first focus on choosing players without the budget constraint (see the left-437

hand side of the figure). We start with the key player S and proceed to find the438

most suitable forward (or midfielder) in each iteration through Algorithm 1.439

For instance, in step 1, we tend to choose the football player A that maximizes440

the objective function of problem (7). We return the final selection result (i.e.,441

{S,A,B,C,E}) in step 4, as the number of players is full. Since the selected442

players do not consider a proposed budget, on the right-hand side of Figure 3,443

armed with Algorithm 2, we proceed to conduct the pruning operation by444

removing the player with the lowest cost performance and then find another445
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Fig. 3: An example of the process for finding five football players with a budget
constraint.

football player, i.e., we remove C and add D. For example, we output the446

candidate set, {S,A,B,E,D} if the total package is no larger than the budget;447

otherwise, the pruning and selection processes are repeated until the budget448

requirement is satisfied.449

5 Empirical Study: Data Analysis and Team450

Evaluation451

Given the discussions in Section 1, it is difficult to form a series of football452

teams in the real world to evaluate the performance of the proposed model.453

Fortunately, football video games provide a convenient and quick way to assess454

the effectiveness of our model. In this paper, we implement and test our method455

on the two most popular game platforms (i.e., PES2018 and FIFA2022). Figure 4456

shows screenshots of the two platforms; both are classical and full-fledged457

platforms that not only are equipped with well-simulated football players in458

real life but also provide hours of entertainment in multiplayer mode, including459

simulating a football match. We conduct a series of experiments with the quick460

games of PES2018 and FIFA2022 based on a Windows PC. All the codes461

are implemented in Python, and the numerical computations are conducted462

on a server with a 12-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v3 @2.40 GHz463

and 16 GB memory. The source code of our method is publicly available at464

https://github.com/misterbobo/TCFPACN.465

5.1 Data analysis466

Since the values of many attributes of the team composition are calculated from467

game data, we first analyze the original data from PES and FIFA and preprocess468

the data 6. In PES2018, we retrieve the data that contain 9, 563 football players;469

6The two datasets we use are publicly available on https://github.com/misterbobo/TCFPACN/
tree/main/Data.

https://github.com/misterbobo/TCFPACN
https://github.com/misterbobo/TCFPACN/tree/main/Data
https://github.com/misterbobo/TCFPACN/tree/main/Data
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(a) PES2018 (b) FIFA2022

Fig. 4: Football game interfaces of the game platforms. The left-hand side is
the playing field of PES2018, and the right-hand side shows the user interface
of FIFA2022.

we also collect FIFA2022 data, which includes data on 18,278 players from the470

official website 7. Table 1 provides a brief overview of the two datasets, both471

of which list player IDs, positions, and names, as well as descriptions of each472

player’s skills, such as a player’s attacking prowess in Table 1a.473

Table 1: The structure of the original data in two game platforms

(a) PES2018

Player ID Player Position Player Name Team Name Nationality ... Rating Attacking Prowess ...

1 LWF1 C. Ronaldo MD WHITE Portugal ... 94 94 ...
2 RWF L. Messi FC BARCELONA Argentina ... 94 95 ...
3 CF L. Suárez FC BARCELONA Uruguay ... 92 95 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1 LWF is short for Left Wing Forward. For more detial about the abbreviation of positions, please see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Association_football_positions or Appendix A, Table A3.

(b) FIFA2022

Player ID Player Name Nationality Club Team Position ... Overall Heading Accuracy ...

158023 L. Messi Argentina PARIS SAINT-GERMAIN RW ... 92 70 ...
20801 C. Ronaldo Portugal MANCHESTER UNITED ST ... 91 90 ...
190871 Neymar JR Brazil PARIS SAINT-GERMAIN LW ... 90 63 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

As seen from Table 1, a player serves in a particular position in a football474

team. It is also clear that each position has different skill requirements. Consider475

an example in Table 1a, the skill of attacking prowess is crucial for a Forward476

player, while it has no relevance for a goalkeeper. Table 2 shows the assessments477

of 23 skills for some well-known players in PES2018. The numerical values478

reflect each player’s performance on each skill. As seen from Table 2, it is479

necessary to link the skills to distinct positions.480

For each dataset, we first divide the raw data into three groups (i.e.,481

Forward/Midfielder, Backward, and Goalkeeper) according to each player’s482

position on the pitch. For each group, we rank the skills based on the average483

7https://sofifa.com/

.
.
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Table 2: A sample of four players’ assessment by 23 criteria in PES2018

Player ID 1 4 8 17
Player Name C. Ronaldo M. Neuer R. Lewandowski Sergio Ramos
Player Position LWF GK CF CB

Criteria

attacking prowess 94 42 93 65
ball control 91 68 89 75
dribbling 86 60 87 66
low pass 83 65 79 73
lofted pass 83 69 68 76
finishing 95 43 92 62
place kicking 75 65 65 66
swerve 82 54 70 67
header 94 70 85 94
defensive prowess 49 60 53 88
ball winning 57 41 50 86
kicking power 94 75 87 75
speed 89 71 81 78
explosive power 86 68 81 77
body control 79 70 79 66
physical contact 87 88 84 84
jump 98 83 84 95
stamina 89 65 79 86
goalkeeping 40 98 40 40
catching 40 97 40 40
clearing 40 98 40 40
reflexes 40 97 40 40
coverage 40 96 40 40

values and select the top-10 skill values presented in Table 3. Notably, we ignore484

the criteria for goalkeepers in Table 3 because both datasets have only a few485

skills that are relevant to goalkeepers; hence, we include all of them. The weight486

of each skill is assigned following the principle mentioned in [3], as provided in487

the last column of Table 3.488

The main goal of this paper is to form a cohesive team with a budget489

constraint (see problem (7)). Therefore, it is necessary to know the salary for490

each football player. However, there are many football players with missing491

salaries in both PES and FIFA datasets. It is known that a player’s cost is492

positively correlated with his rating, which is a good indicator. Here, given a493

football player Pn, we use the fitting function mentioned in [5] to evaluate his494

cost as follows, which can be used to formulate the total team cost.495

Cost(Pn) = η eθ r(Pn),496

where η = 6.375× 10−4, θ = 0.1029. In addition, r(Pn) denotes the rating (or497

overall) of Pn (see Table 1).498

5.2 Performance metrics and parameter settings499

To understand game results intuitively, we use goal difference (GD) and team500

points (Tps), which are the general rules in international competitions, as the501

metrics to evaluate team performance. Specifically, given a competition set502

∆ = {∆1,∆2, · · · ,∆Z}, where ∆z (1≤ z≤Z) represents a match and Z is the503

total number of matches, the value of GD for a football team is calculated as504
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Table 3: The criteria for Forward/Midfielder and Backward

Platform Group Criteria Average Value Weight

PES2018

Forward/Midfielder

explosive power 74.2812 8
speed 74.0443 10
stamina 73.6505 6
kicking power 72.2510 6
ball control 72.1408 10
dribbling 71.4847 8
low pass 70.5880 6
physical contact 70.5880 4
body control 70.2905 8
attacking prowess 70.1156 10

Backward

physical contact 74.2202 10
stamina 73.9685 6
jump 72.6409 10
speed 72.5572 4
ball winning 71.8546 10
defensive prowess 71.5585 10
explosive power 71.4511 6
header 70.5864 10
kicking power 69.8391 6
low pass 67.6840 6

FIFA2022

Forward/Midfielder

movement agility 69.7926 8
movement acceleration 69.6549 8
movement balance 69.2812 6
movement sprint speed 69.2538 8
power stamina 66.6179 6
skill ball control 66.2300 10
skill dribbling 65.1919 10
attacking short passing 64.4739 10
power jumping 64.0808 4
power shot power 64.0674 6

Backward

power strength 70.6532 10
power jumping 69.3325 4
power stamina 67.7168 8
defending standing tackle 66.5593 10
mentality aggression 65.4470 4
defending sliding tackle 64.8977 10
movement sprint speed 64.8364 8
defending marking 63.7573 6
movement acceleration 63.7514 6
mentality interceptions 63.7312 10

the number of goals scored in all matches minus the number of goals conceded,505

which gives506

GD =

Z∑
z=1

δs(∆z)− δc(∆z),507

where δs(∆z) and δc(∆z) are the number of goals scored and conceded in one508

match, respectively. Tps denotes the total match scores of a team, as shown in509

Eq. (10).510

Tps =
Z∑

z=1

Tp(∆z), (10)511
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where Tp(∆z) is a team point for one match, which gives512

Tp(∆z) =


3, if win
0, if draw
−1, if lose

.513

Unless stated otherwise, we set the number of matches Z = 30 and set Bu = 100514

to simulate the unconstrained budget case. In addition, for PES2018, we use515

the FBTP algorithm with the settings α = 0.6 and β = 0.2 in the TC-FPACN516

to solve the optimization problem (denoted TC-FPACN+FBTP); similarly, we517

set α = 0.4 and β = 0.4 for FIFA2022. We further present a sensitivity analysis518

of parameters α and β based on our new evaluation strategy in Section 5.5.519

5.3 Simulation results520

As the team budget has a large impact on team composition, we investigate the521

capability of the TC-FPACN+FBTP to deal with different team composition522

scenarios (i.e., with or without the budget constraint).523

Table 4: Selected football players in PES2018 and FIFA2022 with Bu = 100

Platform Group Player Name Player Position Cost

PES2018

Forward/Midfielder

Lionel Messi RWF

52.48

Luis Suárez CF
Iniesta CMF
Sergio Busquets DMF
Oriol Busquets DMF
José Arnáiz LWF

Backward

Jérôme Boateng CB
Mats Hummels CB
Joshua Walter Kimmich RB
Marcel Schmelzer LB

Goalkeeper Manuel Peter Neuer GK

FIFA2022

Forward/Midfielder

Raheem Sterling LW

34.95

Gabriel Jesus ST
Bernardo Silva RW
Fernando Luiz Rosa DMF
Felix Nmecha CAM
Philip Foden CM

Backward

Kyle Walker RB
Luke Shaw LB
Fikayo Tomori CB
Jamaal Lascelles CB

Goalkeeper Ederson Santana de Moraes GK
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5.3.1 Team performance without a budget constraint524

In this subsection, we conduct experiments to show the effectiveness of the team525

generated by the TC-FPACN+FBTP that ignores the budget constraint. We526

show our team formation results in Table 4. Based on the recommended players,527

we compose our DREAM TEAM in PES2018 and FIFA2022, denoted DT-PES528

and DT-FIFA, respectively (see the left-hand side of Figure 5a and Figure 5b).529

To conduct a performance comparison and ensure the fairness of competitions,530

we select a team in PES2018 with a cost approximately equal to DT-PES,531

namely, MD WHITE 8 (the right-hand side of Figure 5a), which is one of the532

most competitive teams in the game. In FIFA2022, we choose MANCHESTER533

UNITED 9 as the competitor (pictured on the right in Figure 5b), which not534

only has a similar cost to DT-FIFA but also has the leading record in its535

football league.536

(a) The players of DT-PES (left) and MD WHITE (right).

(b) The players of DT-FIFA (left) and MANCHESTER UNITED
(right).

Fig. 5: Recommended players to compose DT-PES v.s. MD WHITE in PES2018
and DT-FIFA v.s. MANCHESTER UNITED in FIFA2022.

8https://www.realmadrid.com/
9https://www.manutd.com/
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Table 5 shows the battle results on the two game platforms, including537

the scoreline of each match, the total cost, Tps, and GD. A close inspection538

of the match results in the table shows that DT-PES wins more matches539

than MD WHITE in PES2018, and DT-FIFA achieves good performance than540

MANCHESTER UNITED in FIFA2022. Moreover, the cost of our team is541

slightly smaller than that of MD WHITE (or MANCHESTER UNITED). It is542

clear that whichever platform we use, our team dominates through the 30-race543

series, which highlights the effectiveness of the proposed model.544

Table 5: Match results for DT-PES v.s. MD WHITE and DT-FIFA v.s.
MANCHESTER UNITED without a budget constraint

Platform Battle Game Results Win Draw Lose Cost Tps GD

PES2018
DT-PES 3:3 1:3 5:5 1:0 2:0 0:2 1:2 4:1 8:2 0:0 16 7 7 52.48 41 29

v.s. 2:0 3:1 4:0 6:2 3:1 4:1 2:2 2:3 4:2 5:3 : : : : : :
MD WHITE 2:2 6:4 2:0 2:0 2:4 2:4 1:1 3:5 3:1 0:0 7 7 16 58.58 5 -29

FIFA2022
DT-FIFA 2:1 1:0 0:2 1:1 2:2 2:2 2:2 2:0 0:0 2:0 12 13 5 34.95 31 11

v.s. 1:1 2:2 2:1 2:1 2:0 0:2 0:1 0:0 2:1 2:1 : : : : : :
MANCHESTER UNITED 2:2 3:0 0:1 1:1 2:0 0:0 3:1 1:1 0:2 1:1 5 13 12 37.01 3 -11

To demonstrate the strength of our team, we simulate matches in which545

random teams battle with MD WHITE and MANCHESTER UNITED, respec-546

tively. There are two ways to generate a random team. Given the total cost547

of MD WHITE (or MANCHESTER UNITED) as the budget constraint, one548

way is to pick a player for each position randomly based on the average bud-549

get, while the other way is first to pick a few players that consume most of550

the budget and then select other players based on the remaining budget. We551

name the resulting teams RAND 1 and RAND 2, respectively in PES2018,552

and RAND 3 and RAND 4, respectively in FIFA2022. The simulated results553

are shown in Table 6. From the perspective of Tps and GD, we find that our554

teams perform better than all the random teams when competing against MD555

WHITE in PES2018 and MANCHESTER UNITED in FIFA2022.556

Table 6: Match results for random teams against MD WHITE in PES2018
and MANCHESTER UNITED in FIFA2022

Platform Battle Game Results Win Draw Lose Cost Tps GD

PES2018

RAND 1 4:1 6:1 4:2 5:6 2:0 2:0 0:3 4:5 1:0 2:0 12 2 16 50.46 20 -6
v.s. 1:1 1:3 0:2 1:2 0:2 0:2 0:4 1:7 2:0 6:0 : : : : : :

MD WHITE 2:2 3:2 1:0 3:0 1:3 2:3 0:1 1:2 1:4 1:5 16 2 12 58.58 36 6

RAND 2 2:0 4:0 0:0 1:3 1:0 1:3 1:0 5:0 0:1 0:4 8 6 16 52.44 8 -19
v.s. 0:3 0:5 1:0 1:2 2:4 5:5 2:2 4:5 0:0 0:4 : : : : : :

MD WHITE 1:1 1:1 0:1 1:2 1:3 2:3 1:0 3:0 1:3 1:6 16 6 8 58.58 40 19

FIFA2022

RAND 3 1:3 2:2 0:3 2:2 2:3 1:2 1:2 0:1 1:3 3:1 3 7 20 33.98 -11 -28
v.s. 1:2 1:3 1:2 1:2 1:3 2:2 2:2 1:2 0:3 2:2 : : : : : :

MANCHESTER UNITED 2:3 2:1 1:2 2:3 1:1 0:5 2:1 2:2 2:3 2:3 20 7 3 37.01 57 28

RAND 4 0:4 0:1 2:2 1:2 2:4 1:3 0:3 1:3 1:2 2:1 3 6 21 34.72 -12 -38
v.s. 1:2 3:2 1:4 2:4 1:2 0:1 1:2 1:3 2:3 0:3 : : : : : :

MANCHESTER UNITED 2:2 1:3 1:1 2:2 2:4 0:4 1:4 4:2 2:2 1:1 21 6 3 37.01 60 38
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5.3.2 Team performance considering different budget557

constraints558

It is common for football player recruitment to be constrained by a559

budget crunch. In this subsection, we discuss the performance of the TC-560

FPACN+FBTP by adjusting the budget constraint. In PES2018, since MD561

WHITE is one of the best teams with the highest cost burden, we use its562

cost as the budget limit (denoted as Buhi), and set the budget change from563

Bulo to Buhi, where Bulo = 10 and Buhi = 60. Similarly, in FIFA2022, we set564

Buhi = 40, whose value is close to the cost of MANCHESTER UNITED, and565

Bulo = 0. We define the budget levels in Table 7.566

Table 7: The budget levels and the corresponding range of values

Budget Level The Range of Budget Value

PES2018 FIFA2022

Level I (10, 20) (0, 8)
Level II [20, 30) [8, 16)
Level III [30, 40) [16, 24)
Level IV [40, 50) [24, 32)
Level V [50, 60] [32, 40]

Table 8: Match results under different budget constraints

(a) PES2018

Battle Game Results Win Draw Lose Cost Tps GD BudgeLevel

DT-PES 2:0 1:1 2:0 4:0 1:0 2:0 0:2 1:1 1:0 2:0 14 11 5 13.32 37 18
LeveIv.s. 0:0 0:1 1:0 1:0 1:0 0:0 0:1 3:0 0:0 0:0 : : : : : :

AS RED WHITE 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:1 2:0 1:0 0:1 1:0 5 11 14 13.87 1 -18

DT-PES 0:4 1:0 3:1 1:1 3:0 2:0 3:1 2:0 1:0 0:0 21 5 4 22.63 59 27
LeveIIv.s. 3:1 0:2 1:0 1:0 1:0 1:0 1:0 1:0 0:0 0:0 : : : : : :

VALENCIA 3:0 2:0 4:1 1:0 0:1 0:0 1:0 4:0 4:1 0:4 4 5 21 23.00 -9 -27

DT-PES 5:0 4:0 4:2 3:0 8:0 3:0 2:0 5:0 2:1 4:0 20 8 2 39.34 58 53
LeveIIIv.s. 0:0 0:0 1:1 1:0 3:0 2:0 1:1 0:0 1:0 2:0 : : : : : :

LONDON FC 0:0 0:0 0:1 0:0 3:0 0:1 1:0 1:0 2:1 3:0 2 8 20 42.01 -14 -53

DT-PES 3:0 3:0 2:0 2:0 1:1 2:0 0:0 1:0 1:1 2:0 16 12 2 43.14 46 24
LeveIVv.s. 2:0 1:0 2:1 1:0 0:0 1:0 0:0 2:0 1:1 2:0 : : : : : :

PM BLACK WHITE 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:2 1:0 0:0 1:0 0:1 2 12 16 49.39 -10 -24

(b) FIFA2022

Battle Game Results Win Draw Lose Cost Tps GD BudgeLevel

DT-FIFA 1:1 1:1 2:2 0:1 1:1 3:0 1:2 1:2 1:1 2:0 11 11 8 7.89 25 10
Level Iv.s. 0:1 0:0 1:0 1:2 1:1 1:0 0:1 3:1 2:2 1:0 : : : : : :

CD TONDELA 1:1 2:2 2:0 2:1 2:0 0:2 1:2 3:0 1:1 2:1 8 11 11 7.95 13 -10

DT-FIFA 2:0 3:1 1:0 2:2 1:3 1:1 3:0 1:2 2:2 1:2 14 7 9 15.81 33 7
Level IIv.s. 2:1 2:1 0:1 2:0 1:0 1:2 0:2 1:0 2:1 1:2 : : : : : :

FC NANTES 2:1 2:1 2:3 1:1 0:2 2:1 2:1 1:1 2:2 1:1 9 7 14 15.82 13 -7

DT-FIFA 1:3 2:1 2:3 2:1 0:2 1:0 1:2 2:2 1:2 1:0 12 7 11 22.72 25 -2
Level IIIv.s. 0:2 3:2 2:0 2:3 1:3 4:1 2:4 0:2 0:4 2:1 : : : : : :

REAL SOCIEDAD 2:2 2:1 1:1 3:1 1:1 2:1 3:0 2:2 2:2 2:2 11 7 12 23.82 21 2

DT-FIFA 0:2 1:2 1:1 2:0 2:2 2:2 0:1 1:2 2:1 1:2 13 7 10 28.92 29 10
Level IVv.s. 2:0 1:1 1:2 1:1 2:2 3:1 1:0 2:1 1:2 1:0 : : : : : :

AC MILAN 2:3 3:1 0:2 2:2 2:0 3:0 3:0 1:2 3:2 2:1 10 7 13 27.73 17 -10
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Since Table 5 shows the outcomes of the simulated matches against MD567

WHITE and MANCHESTER UNITED, both of which have a cost of Level V,568

we select only four typical teams on each game platform whose costs fall within569

Level I to Level IV. Specifically, in PES2018, we choose AS RED WHITE,570

VALENCIA, LONDON FC, and PM BLACK WHITE; in FIFA2022, the four571

teams are CD TONDELA, FC NANTES, REAL SOCIEDAD, and AC MILAN.572

For each competitor, we use the corresponding budget level as the constraint573

to select football players who constitute the DREAM TEAM based on the574

TC-FPACN+FBTP. We show the match results in Table 8. As shown in the575

table, all eight teams generated by the TC-FPACN+FBTP are more successful576

at winning events in terms of Tps. In addition, except for losing two goals577

when playing a 30-game series against REAL SOCIEDAD in FIFA2022, the578

remaining teams formed with our method still win the series with the superior579

goal difference. The match results suggest that the proposed method can580

assemble a team that wins nearly all the competitions given a budget level.581

5.4 Method comparisons582

In this subsection, we compare the TC-FPACN+FBTP with other approaches583

from two aspects. We first compare the TC-FPACN+FBTP with the other584

football team composition method, namely, CEFG (Cost-Effective Forward585

selection Greedy) [5]. Next, we discuss the performance of the search strategy586

based on the random walk algorithm (RW) [41], which is widely used in many587

areas (e.g., recommender systems [42, 43], community detection [44, 45], and588

sampling algorithms [46]) for solving the constrained optimization problem (7),589

denoted TC-FPACN+RW.590

5.4.1 Comparison with the CEFG method591

We first compare the team composition quality of our method with the CEFG.592

We again use the PES2018 and FIFA2022 game platforms and focus on the593

Tps and GD of the two methods for different budget levels. For a given budget594

constraint, we first generate two football teams on a platform with the TC-595

FPACN+FBTP and CEFG and then simulate 30 matches between the two596

teams. Figure 6 compares the simulation results, from which we can conclude597

that the team generated by the TC-FPACN+FBTP dominates the play on the598

football pitch. In addition, the data in all four figures shows that the Tps (or599

GD) increases first and then decreases with the increase in the budget level,600

and the numerical value reaches a peak at Level II in PES2018 and Level III601

in FIFA2022. Interestingly, a closer observation reveals that the cost of our602

team at Level II in PES2018 is approximately equivalent to that at Level III in603

FIFA2022. A possible reason for the disappointing performance of CEFG is that604

the team recommended by the CEFG tends to contain a few superstars, and605

the remaining players may lack competitiveness, especially at a small budget606

level, thereby leading to poor match results. However, the TC-FPACN+FBTP607

is more efficient for building a cohesive team that balances the ability in each608
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position and facilitates collaboration among players. Thus, the results suggest609

that the proposed method generates reliable and promising performance and is610

not constrained by the choice of game platform.611

(a) PES2018: Team points (b) PES2018: Goal difference

(c) FIFA2022: Team points (d) FIFA2022: Goal difference

Fig. 6: The performance of the TC-FPACN+FBTP and CEFG under different
budget levels in terms of Tps and GD.

5.4.2 Comparison with the random walk strategy612

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the TC-FPACN+FBTP613

with the TC-FPACN+RW. Let G(V, E) be the attributed collaboration network614

of football players. The TC-FPACN+RW begins at a node vi randomly, and615

at each step, it moves to another node vj with a probability proportional to616

the weight of edge (i, j). We consider the probability (or weight) from vi to vj617

based on the objective function value σ that includes vj in problem (7), which618

means that a higher value of σ results in a greater probability of choosing node619

vj . The searching process stops if the required number of football players is620

met, and all the nodes selected in this way form the final football team.621

Similar to the process of the simulation match mentioned in Section 5.4.1,622

we use the team formed by the TC-FPACN+FBTP to compete against the team623

set up by the TC-FPACN+RW in PES2018 and FIFA2022. The simulation624

results are compared in Figure 7. Figure 7a and Figure 7b show that the team625
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generated by the proposed method wins all matches against the team produced626

by the TC-FPACN+RW on the PES2018 platform. In addition, Figure 7c and627

Figure 7d show that the team formed by the TC-FPACN+FBTP also shows628

enough dominance to win matches under four budget constraints (i.e., from629

Level II to Level V). A possible explanation for the results might be that the630

RW strategy focuses only on neighbors of the current node in the players’631

network in each searching step, which is easily trapped in a local optimum,632

thereby compromising the discovery of the most suitable players. Note that at633

Level I, the value of Tps and GD of the team built via our method is smaller634

than the team produced by the TC-FPACN+RW (see the rightmost bars in635

Figure 7c and Figure 7d), which means our team lost most of the matches.636

This result is likely to be related to the very low budget, which fails to recruit637

even one competitive football player. Nevertheless, the overall results show the638

effectiveness of the proposed FBTP searching algorithm.639

(a) PES2018: Team points (b) PES2018: Goal difference

(c) FIFA2022: Team points (d) FIFA2022: Goal difference

Fig. 7: The performance of the TC-FPACN+FBTP and TC-FPACN+RW
under different budget levels in terms of Tps and GD.

5.5 Sensitivity analysis of the parameters640

In this subsection, we discuss the parameter sensitivity of the TC-FPACN641

model, which includes α and β, under no budget constraint. We again use642
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the FBTP algorithm to choose football players. Since it is time-consuming to643

simulate all matches for different parameter settings, we seek another indicator644

to evaluate team performance efficiently instead of using Tps and GD. In645

PES2018, we observe that there is an eye-catching number, namely, Team646

Spirit 10 (TS), when we complete the configuration of a football team (e.g., the647

upper right corner of the left-hand side in Figure 5a). In fact, TS indicates how648

good the relationship is on the pitch, and a high TS value could occur in a649

player who has an affinity for the manager’s team instructions, which naturally650

leads to better teamwork. In FIFA2022, due to the lack of a similar concept to651

TS, we use the overall rating (OR), which is calculated by first summing the652

ratings of all football players on a team and then computing the average (e.g.,653

see the player’s rating on the left-hand side of Figure 5b). We assume that a654

higher value of OR indicates better team performance.655

(a) PES2018: Team spirit (b) PES2018: Total cost

(c) FIFA2022: Overall ratings (d) FIFA2022: Total cost

Fig. 8: The values of TS (for PES2018) and OR (for FIFA2022) and the
corresponding total costs under different settings of α and β.

Armed with TS and OR, as well as the total team cost, we set up the tests to656

loop through all values of α and β, and the increment of α and β in each iteration657

10https://www.konami.com/wepes/2018/manual/ps4/en-us/myclub.html
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is 0.1. If we select a smaller increment, the evaluation becomes more labor-658

intensive, and the recommended players do not change much. Figure 8 exhibits659

the results when tuning α and β. If α = 0 and β = 0, the objective function of660

problem (7) maximizes the heterogeneity&homogeneity of a team, which results661

in both poor TS and OR values. Similarly, if α = 1 and β = 0, the function662

considers only the network ability, which not only leads to a degradation in the663

TS or OR value but also increases the cost burden. Additionally, there is a slight664

incline in the values of TS and OR when increasing β. This observation suggests665

that the network density is an important factor that noticeably benefits the666

team spirit, and it also demonstrates that football is a team sport. Given the667

results in Figure 8a and Figure 8b, we can choose appropriate settings for the668

parameters α = 0.6 and β = 0.2 for PES2018 because they achieve the highest669

team spirit value while incurring a relatively low cost. For FIFA2022, Figure 8c670

and Figure 8d show that at the grid point (α, β) = (0.4, 0.4), we obtain a good671

balance of a relatively high OR value and a low total cost; hence, we use this672

pair of parameters as the tuning result.673

6 Conclusions674

In this paper, we study the problem of optimizing football team composition in675

the context of the attributed collaboration network of football players. Since the676

team’s success requires full cooperation between football players, we propose a677

team scoring function that considers three network metrics, namely, network678

ability, network density, and network heterogeneity&homogeneity. We then679

convert the constrained team composition task into the problem of finding680

an optimal subgraph in the attributed collaboration network. To tackle this681

problem, we present a novel approach that searches a subgraph by using a682

greedy algorithm with pruning techniques. We conduct an empirical study of the683

proposed techniques on two simulated game platforms (PES2018 and FIFA2022).684

The experimental results show that our method can build a competitive team.685

Despite achieving good performance, we have barely scratched the surface686

of football players’ cooperation mechanisms. In particular, the search strategy687

tends to be trapped in a local optimum in our study. Further work needs to be688

conducted to investigate sophisticated social factors and delve into how they689

interact, as well as to explore other search optimization algorithms based on690

a given budget constraint. In addition, although our new approach aims to691

determine a football team composition, the investigation of the cooperation692

factors in this paper can be generalized to solve the team cohesion problem.693

We will investigate such a generalization and its applications in other problem694

domains.695
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Appendix A868

869

Table A1: Summary of abbreviations

Abbreviations Full Name or Descriptions

PES2018 Pro Evolution Soccer 2018
FIFA2022 EA Sports FIFA 22
ACN Attributed Collaboration Network
FPACN Football Players’ Attributed Collaboration Network
TC-FPACN Team Composition based on Football Players’ Attributed

Collaboration Network
MCDM Multi-Criteria Decision-Making
AHP Analytic Hierarchic Process
TOPSIS Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal

Solution
Bu The fixed Budget
DT-PES DREAM TEAM generated by the proposed method in

PES2018
DT-FIFA DREAM TEAM generated by the proposed method in

FIFA2022
FBTP Finding the Best Team with Pruning
Tps Team Points
GD Goal Difference
CEFG Cost-Effective Forward selection Greedy
RW Random Walk Algorithm
TS Team Spirit
OR Overall Ratings

869

Table A2: Notations adapted in the paper

Symbol Description

Pn a football player
Sm a skill of football players
G(V, E) a graph of football players with a set of nodes V and a set of

edges E
GF a graph of the Forward/Midfielder
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GB a graph of the Backward
GG a graph of the Goalkeeper
ϕPn

the personal ability of Pn

Φ(G′) the network ability of G′

Ψ(G′) the network density of G′

Υ(G′) the network heterogeneity&homogeneity of G′

Cp(Pn) the cost performance of football player Pn

869

Table A3: The most common positions used in association football

Platform Position Abbreviations Full Name

PES2018

SS Second Striker
CF Center Forward
LWF Left Wing Forward
RWF Right Wing Forward
AMF Attacking Midfiedler
CMF Center Midfielde
DMF Defensive Midfielder
LMF Left Midfielder
RMF Right Midfielder
CB Center Back
LB Left Back
RB Right Back
GK Goalkeeper

FIFA2022

LS Left Striker
LF Left Forward
CF Center Forward
RF Right Forward
RS Right Striker
ST Striker
LW Left Winger
RW Right Winger
LAM Left Attacking Midfielder
CAM Center Attacking Midfielder
RAM Right Attacking Midfielder
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LM Left Midfielder
LCM Left Central Midfielder
CM Central Midfielder
RCM Right Central Midfielder
RM Right Midfielder
LDM Left Defensive Midfielder
CDM Central Defensive Midfielder
RDM Right Defensive Midfielder
LWB Left Wing Back
RWB Right Wing Back
LB Left Back
LCB Left Central Back
CB Center Back
RCB Right Central Back
RB Right Back
GK Goalkeeper
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